
Aromatherapy candle multi color candle hook extinguish tool

 

Why Choose Sunny Glassware

   

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE 80% FRAGRANCE BRANDS
SUPPLIER POWERFUL CAPACITY

Sunny Glassware with all kinds
of products being exported

to more than 20 countries and
regions

Focusing on luxury fragrance
products

The supplier of 80% fragrance
brands in the United States

The annual quantity and
launched speed on new
products and designs

can be compared with Zara

  

QUALITY ASSURANCE DESIGN TEAM BOOST BUSINESS RAPIDLY
Adapts extra six steps for
inspection of shipments，

No major quality complaints on
products produced for 9

consecutive years

Award-winning team of designers
on the trust of many upscale
brands like NEST Fragrance.
The talented design team is

unmatched in China

All the customers have good
profit

and get 30% sales increase
every year

 

Product Description
This set of candle hook extinguish tool is made of stainless steel,Sunny Glassware offers luxury quality candle tools

Size

Item No.:SGXT21120601
Length:200mm
Width:17mm
Weight:20g
MOQ: 2000 pieces

Design supply and perfect designs according to customers' requirements
Delivery time Within 35 days after the sample and order confirmed
Payment term 30% deposit by T/T in advance and the balance against the copy of B/L
Shipment By sea, by air, by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable
OEM orders and customize items are Welcome!
For more details pls feel free to contact us.
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The candle hook extinguish tool and color can be customized
according to your requirement

 

https://www.sunnyglassware.com/category/Candles-Care.html


Rose Gold

111

Black

111

Gold

   

 

 

The set of candle hook extinguish tool accessories are made of
stainless steel with high quality. candle hook they are incredibly

durable. candle hook have a long life, and perfect for candle
lovers.

 

 

Accessories
Sunny Glassware offers a wide range accessories puchasing such as a variety of material lids, gifts box, candle care, reed etc. for candle holders and bottles.
We have our own designer team to come up with ideas and our long-term cooperative factories will help us with manufacturing
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Lids Candles Care Packages

 

Wide Range of Application

Home Decor/Coffee Shop/Restaurant/Wedding/Party/Holidays Gifts

 

 

 

 

FAQ
1) Can you combine many items assorted in one container in my first order?
Yes, we can. But the quantity of each ordered item should reach our MOQ.

https://www.sunnyglassware.com/category/Lids.html
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2) If any quality problem, how can you settle it for us?
When discharging the container, you need to inspect all the cargo. If any breakage or defect
products were founded, you must take the pictures from the original carton. All the claims must be
presented within 15 working days after discharging the container. This date is subject to the arrival
time of container.
3) why you choose us?
1. We have rich experiences in glassware trade for more than 20 years and the most professional
team. 
2. We have 10 production line and can manufacture 15 million pieces per month, we have strict
processes enable us to maintain an acceptance rate above 99% . 
3. We work with more than 1800 clients in about 80 countries.
4. We offer professional one-stop world-wide logistics service
4) Can we get your free samples? 
Yes, you can. Our Samples are free for the customers who confirm order. But the freight for
express is on buyer’s account.
5) How about your MOQ?
Different kind products will be different MOQ, for some glassware in stock, small orders are
acceptable.
6) How many people in your R&D department?
 We have 5 professional designers, and they will develop 15 innovative designs monthly.
7) Can you give me a discount about the price?
The price depends on your quantity, if you want good price with small order, you can make more
quantity in one time, and leave them in our warehouse, we will keep the goods for you until you
need.
We are looking forward to your inquiry and cooperation.

 
 


